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Abstract
As feature sizes shrink to deep sub-micron, the performance of VLSI chips becomes dominated by the interconnect delay. In a traditional top-down design flow, logic synthesis algorithms optimize gate area or delay without accurate interconnect delay because of lack of physical design information. Thus, the effectiveness of the optimization techniques is limited.

We integrate logic synthesis and physical design into an iterative procedure for performance optimization. The logic synthesis process can optimize circuit delay based on accurate interconnect delay information extracted from the physical design. The physical design tools can refine the layout incrementally with the engineering change information and changed netlist passed from the logic synthesis process.

In this thesis, we integrate logic decomposition, gate sizing and buffer insertion to work together to improve the circuit speed. Experimental results on a set of benchmark circuits show that the techniques are indeed effective.

1 Introduction
In today's deep sub-micron design, chip delay is dominated by the interconnect delay. When designing high performance circuits, it is very important to make accurate interconnect delay information available in each step of the design flow.

We propose integrating logic synthesis and physical design into an iterative procedure in a flow. The layout-based logic synthesis algorithms can get more accurate interconnect delay information back-annotated from extracting the layout. The delay model we used is the distributed Elmore RC delay model [7]. The interconnect resistance and capacitance are calculated for getting realistic critical paths. The layout-based logic synthesis algorithms reduce the circuit speed by optimizing these realistic critical paths. The physical design tools refine the layout incrementally according to the changed netlist information passed from the logic synthesis process. After placement and routing, the resistance and capacitance of interconnects are extracted again for the next iteration.

There are many optimization techniques in layout-based logic synthesis. Some techniques, such as gate sizing, buffer insertion, and wire sizing, are performed without changing netlist structure. Their effectiveness is limited by the library and the persistent netlist structure. For example, we want to perform gate sizing operation on a circuit composed of only 4-input AND gates and INV gates, from the library shown in Figure 1. We can easily observe that if we only replace the 4-input AND gates with the same type but different template in the library, we have only two choices. If we can decompose the 4-input AND gate as shown in Figure 2(a), we will have more choices to get better result.

Another motivation of logic decomposition is to decompose a cell whose inputs can be divided into two parts: critical inputs and non-critical inputs. For example, as shown in Figure 2(b), the delay of the critical path is reduced because the slow cell has been replaced by a faster one.

In this thesis, we integrate logic decomposition, gate sizing and buffer insertion to simultaneously work together to improve the circuit speed. The rest of this thesis is organized as follow: In section 2, our system flow is introduced. Section 3 describes our proposed methodology. Some ex-
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Experimental results are reported and analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 gives conclusions.

2 Our System Flow

The flow of our system is shown in Figure 3. Inputs to our system are a mapped netlist, a cell library and several control parameters.

After performing the Initial Placement and Routing process, we can get the realistic resistance and capacitance of interconnects. The delay calculator is performed for calculating the realistic critical paths. If the timing constraint is not meet, the system will apply the layout-based optimization procedure on the cells along critical paths. This procedure integrates three techniques: gate sizing, buffer insertion and logic decomposition working together to reduce the delay of critical paths.

The first step of the iterative procedure is to score cells along K-most critical paths by three cost functions which are identified by sizing, buffering and logic decomposition algorithms, respectively. Then, we select N highest buffering score cells, M highest sizing score cells and positive logic decomposition score cells. (M and N are input parameters) Finally, we change the selected cells by gate sizing, buffer insertion and logic decomposition. The engineering change information consists of the name of changed cells and the location of inserted cells.

The incremental placement and routing process are performed in the cells which are changed during the previous process. The layout of the circuit is incrementally refined by the engineering change information. The delay calculator is performed again by using newly extracted resistance and capacitance of interconnects to get new critical paths for next iteration.

The processes of the system are iteratively performed until the delay of the circuit meets the timing constraint or fails to improve further. Finally, the circuit area is reduced by the buffer removal and gate downsizing process if the timing constraint is meet.

2.1 Layout-based Timing Optimization Techniques

There are three layout-based timing optimization techniques we used in this system. (1) Gate sizing: This approach tries to size up or size down a cell with its functionality-equivalent gate from the library. We size up a cell in order to speed up the critical paths and size down a cell for reducing the area of the circuit. (2) Buffer insertion: This technique is especially useful for nets with high number of fanouts. We insert buffers into critical nets to decouple fanout loading and remove buffers for area reduction. (3) Logic decomposition: We perform logic decomposition operation on two cases: first, when inputs of a cell contain critical part and non-critical part, we decompose this cell into two smaller cells for reducing the timing of critical paths. Second, we decompose a gate that can not be sized up any more into the other gates which will have chance to size up for getting better results.

2.2 Incremental Placement and Routing

We record the engineering change information in the layout-based timing optimization process for incremental placement and routing. The information written to the ECO database consists two parts: (1) Changed cells: The changed cells can be the sized cells or the decomposed cells. We use a pair \((\text{gate}_i, \text{template}_j)\) to represent a cell \(\text{gate}_i\) that will be replaced by another gate \(\text{template}_j\). \(\text{Template}_j\) substitutes for \(\text{gate}_i\) at the location of \(\text{gate}_i\) by the placement tool. Cells whose locations behind \(\text{gate}_i\) in the same row will be shifted as the cell expands or shrinks. (2) Inserted cells: The inserted cells can be the
inserted buffers or the decomposed cells. The location of newly inserted cell gate i will be specified in a form of \((gate_i, row_i, column_i)\). The placement tool will try to place gate i as close to the specified location as possible.

The placement tool incrementally refines the layout information with the ECO database. Then the routing tool is performed to optimize the critical path delay by the list of the critical paths. Finally, the layout-based logic synthesis extracts the new RC information which is refined by the incremental placement and routing process for the next iteration.

3 The Proposed Method

We propose a method, logic decomposition, which contains two parts: one is to decompose a larger cell which contains critical inputs and non-critical inputs into two smaller cells for reducing the critical path delay. The other is to decompose a gate that can not be sized up any more into the other gates that will have chance to size up for getting better results.

Many optimization techniques in layout-based logic synthesis have been proposed. Some techniques, such as gate sizing, buffer insertion and wire sizing are performed without changing the netlist structure. Their effectiveness is limited by the library and the persistent netlist structure.

We can easily obtain an observation when we investigate the library.

**Observation 1:** The number of the template of every gate in the library is different.

For example, the number of the template of NA2 in Figure 1 is 4 (from NA2A to NA2D) and NA4 is 2 (from NA4A to NA4B). When we perform gate sizing process of a circuit, we can only size a NA4 gate up to NA4B if we do not change the structure of the circuit. If we can restructure the NA4 gate to a AN2 gate and a NA3 gate cause these two gates have more templates in the library, the gate sizing space will be increased by logic decomposition process.

When we observe the cells in the critical paths of a circuit, we can get another observation.

**Observation 2:** Inputs of a cell in critical path can be separated into two parts, critical inputs and non-critical inputs.

The primary goal of timing optimization procedure is to speed up the critical paths of a circuit. If we can replace a big gate by a smaller one whose delay is smaller than the original one, We can speed up this path by logic decomposition process.

As the example shown in Figure 4, we have four two-level candidates. The number in parentheses represents the criticality of the input which is decided by the slack value of fanin cells of the NA4 gates.

The logic decomposition function includes four steps:

- **Cell selection:** First we choose cells which satisfy the following conditions: (a) the cell is in critical paths (b) this cell must satisfy one of the following conditions: i. the cell have negative GS score in this iteration or ii. the cell had been sized up to the largest template before this iteration or iii. the cell's inputs can be divided into critical part and non-critical part

- **Cell substitutes generation:** For each cell chosen by step 1, we use table lookup method to generate some two-level substitutes for replacing the cell. The substitutes are equivalent in functionality with the original cell.

- **Electee Decision:** We estimate the longest path delay passing through original cell and each substitute's paths delay. For cells satisfy condition i and ii, we calculate the substitute's paths delay assuming each cell uses the largest template in the library. Thus, we can see which substitute can increase the gate sizing space most. For cells satisfy condition iii, we assign each cell of the substitute to the smallest template. We select the substitute such that (a) Its longest path delay is less than the longest path delay of the original cell. (b) Its longest path delay is the smallest one among all substitutes. If such substitute exists, we mark the LD score for the next step.

- **Cell substitute:** We replace cell by the substitute which is specified by above operation. This step contains four parts: (a) Sort the inputs of original cell by criticality; for example in Figure 5, cell B is decomposed into cell B1 and cell B2. The number in parentheses represents the criticality of the path (or input). We assign the most critical inputs of B to cell B2 and the others to cell B1. (b) Get the proper size of each cell of the chosen substitute: we first assign the smallest template to each cell of the substitute and calculate its paths delay. If some paths delay are greater than the longest path delay of original cell, we size up one of the cells which are passed by these paths and recalculate again. If there are some paths delay still greater than the longest path delay of original cell, we will size up the other cell of the substitute. This operation is repeatedly performed until all paths delay of the substitute are less than the longest path delay of original cell. (c) Replace the cell with the

![Figure 4: Logic decomposition of an NA4 gate.](image)
this paper. There are two goals of logic decomposition: one uses logic decomposition to break the limitation of gate sizing. Another divides the critical inputs and non-critical inputs of a cell for speeding up critical paths. Logic decomposition can fully utilize the library we used. It also can improve the performance of circuits due to the constraints we specified is very strictly.
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